Choose from a Variety of Esri Base Maps

Map Navigation Tools

Hide Left Panel

Measurement Tool

Reset Map Legend

Clear Map Graphics

Overview Map Tool

Google Street View

Interactive Map Tools
The Map Legend feature allows you to toggle on/off any layers that you want to display using the check boxes.
The Information feature allows the user to obtain attribute information for specific map features at certain scales, to highlight them on the map, and view attached documents and hyperlinks.
The Search by Location feature allows the user to search for a specific address, which will then be displayed with a location marker on the map.
The Search by Attribute feature allows the user to search for a specific feature in a map layer based on the attributes defined in the Search Value box. The map will automatically zoom to the selected feature(s) which can also be highlighted by the user.
The Buffer Analysis feature allows the user to display and summarize socio-economic and crash statistics for a desired area.
The Heat Map feature allows the user to view and display high bike/ped crash areas.
The Graphic Themes menu allows the user to define the color pallet for each graphic drawn on the map.

The Graphic Markup feature allows the user to draw specific features on top of the map such as points, lines, and polygons.

Graphic Markup Tool
The Print Map feature allows the user to create a static PDF map of the current extent that includes all layers, legend, graphics and selections present on the screen at the time of export.
User Login to access advanced features of the tool.

Login for District Staff
Select existing gap

View prioritization scores

Change weights and recalculate scores

Reset weights to default

Make top priority

Prioritization
Create Prioritization Report

Print Detail Report

Print Prioritization Report

Prioritization
Add a new gap.

Select a feature from existing layer on the map to be added as a gap.

Fill in required attribute fields and manually draw a new gap on the map.
The Bookmarks feature allows the user to save a working map with all current extent and layer settings in the Map Legend. The user can also add hyperlinks as needed.
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